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coloring of metal surfaces. Metal has a different structure as a material than other materials. Metals exposed to external materials, especially in open areas, lose their rusting strength. To avoid this and use metals for longevity, metal paint should be applied. Metals and metal materials that
are painted correctly can be used for much longer. Don't Rust Your Metals Without Time: Metal Paint Options Metallic paints are diversified according to their purpose, color and characteristics. In the process of painting metals, it is right to apply antipa paint as a close-up, primer for after and
paint for the top floor. Antipas dyes are used to protect metals from external factors and prevent rust. Primer is preferred for simpler and more effective painting. As a top floor, color paint options are used to give the metal the desired color. Today, metal paints can contain all these antipa,
coating and paint properties in a single paint. In other words, the processes can be finished with a single paint without the need to apply antipa and lining separately. Since the only paint used also provides the function of paint that prevents rust, it is not necessary to apply the solid antipa.
Metal paints, called toxic paints, are mainly used for yachts, boats or ships in maritime operations. This the species is used to prevent sea creatures and organisms from clinging to the metal surfaces of yachts, boats or ships. It is an effective paint to facilitate the manoeuvrability of water
vehicles. These vehicles are applied on flooded metal surfaces, allowing them to be used smoothly for several seasons. What are the things to consider when choosing Metallic Paint? There are some considerations when making selections on metal paints. These paints, used for the
protection of metal surfaces, must have a flexible structure so that they are not easily influenced by external materials. In order to ensure flexibility, silicone paints should be preferred. Cleaning surfaces with effective materials such as advantages before applying paint for metal ensures
longer paint life. Metal paints include special dyes that provide the metal with a hammered image after painting. Those who want to provide different images to objects and metal surfaces can choose them. Metal paints are available in different quantities and colors. It will be cheaper to buy
enough paint to paint the surface. Metal paints can be applied with brushes or rolls. The paint can be thinted with thinner if necessary during the application phase. Koçtaş is enough to need metal paints. With the ease of online shopping, you can find paint in any quantity, type, color and
order right now. Metal paints Metal paints are paints used for the protection and coloring of metal surfaces. Metal has a different structure as a material than other materials. Metals exposed to external materials, especially in open areas, lose their rusting strength. To avoid this and use
metals for longevity, metal paint should be applied. Metals and metal materials that are painted correctly can be used for much longer. Don't Rust Your Metals Without Time: Metal Paint Options Metallic paints are diversified according to their purpose, color and characteristics. In the process
of painting metals, it is right to apply antipa paint as a close-up, primer for after and paint for the top floor. Antipas dyes are used to protect metals from external factors and prevent rust. Primer is preferred for simpler and more effective painting. As a top floor, color paint options are used to
give the metal the desired color. Today, metal paints can contain all these antipa, coating and paint properties in a single paint. I Separately. Separately. and the processes can be finished with a single paint without the need for primer application. Since the only paint used also provides the
function of paint that prevents rust, it is not necessary to apply the solid antipa. Metal paints, called toxic paints, are mainly used for yachts, boats or ships in maritime operations. This type of paint is used to prevent creatures and organisms in the sea from clinging to the metal surfaces of
yachts, boats or ships. It is an effective paint to facilitate the manoeuvrability of water vehicles. These vehicles are applied on flooded metal surfaces, allowing them to be used smoothly for several seasons. What are the things to consider when choosing Metallic Paint? There are some
considerations when making selections on metal paints. These paints, used for the protection of metal surfaces, must have a flexible structure so that they are not easily influenced by external materials. In order to ensure flexibility, silicone paints should be preferred. Cleaning surfaces with
effective materials such as advantages before applying paint for metal ensures longer paint life. Metal paints include special dyes that provide the metal with a hammered image after painting. Those who want to provide different images to objects and metal surfaces can choose them. Metal
paints are available in different quantities and colors. It will be cheaper to buy enough paint to paint the surface. Metal paints can be applied with brushes or rolls. The paint can be thinted with thinner if necessary during the application phase. Koçtaş is enough to need metal paints. With the
ease of online shopping, you can find paint in any quantity, type, color and order right now. Polysan Metallic Black Spray PaintEd dry spray paint, solvent-based, protective and decorative, metallic effect. It is used on surfaces such as wood, metal, glass, ceramics, plastic, paper, cardboard,
cement making flowers, etc. inside and outside. It is suitable for use in areas such as machines, spare parts, steel items, wooden furniture, hard plastic, hobbies and crafts, motorcycle/bicycle/car, etc. It is resistant to fading, harsh weather conditions and water. It is resistant to scratches and
bumps. It is lead-free, does not contain CFC gases that pollute the atmosphere and are harmful to the ozone layer. The spray output is self-cleaning. It is 400 ml and offers a painting of 2.5-3 m² on one floor. Return and exchange transactions You can request a refund within 30 days from
the date of for the products/products purchased. NAME BY NAME EASY RETURN TIMER 1-) Member member access Then, come to the menu my orders and click the return button next to the order you want to return 2-) Confirm the address information 3-) Select the products/products
you want to return / Exchange 4- ) Save the form after briefly explaining the reason for the return of the product by selecting the reason for the return. 5-) Your refund request will be reviewed by our customer support team as soon as possible and you will be able to be informed about
developments related to your request using both sms messages to send you and our return tracking page. 6-) Once your request has been approved by our team, the return address or return shipping code to which you must send the product will be sent to you. 7-) If there are no
problems, your return will be completed by checking compliance with the return of the product you returned to the return address. Otherwise, the product(s) will be returned to your address. What you need to know about returns and exchange returns must be done in absolute order with
the original box/packaging and invoice. All standard accessories must be sent without damage and with their original packages in full. Products sent as disassembled are not covered by exchange and return after installation. Products that require installation must be opened and serviced by
an authorized service. Products opened outside the authorized service may be excluded from the warranty and return coverage. If problems are detected in the product during the installation of the service, exchange/return transactions can be made with minutes, the promotional and
promotional products provided must also be sent with their original packages. Products prepared according to the particular wishes of the consumer or clearly according to his personal needs, which do not favour the return by nature, are likely to deteriorate rapidly or risk exceeding the
expiry date, cannot be returned. All types of cosmetic products and personal care products, all types of electronic products and stationery consumables are accepted to be returned only if the package is not opened. An authorized service report is required to return/exchange electronic
products that have been unpacked/used. In case of failure of the purchased product, you can contact directly the service of the product with invoice and warranty certificate. You can get free support from technical services during product time. You can visit our return procedure page for
detailed information. Power.
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